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Over the past four decades, institutional investors have implemented newer and more 
dynamic strategies in their portfolios in an effort to boost investment returns. During 
the same period, many investors reduced allocations to fixed income while increasing 
allocations to equities and alternative investments, including private investments (PI), 
hedge funds, and commodities. Private equity (PE) investments across buyout, growth, 
and venture strategies can provide portfolios with exposure to high-quality assets and 
deliver positive outcomes. However, private markets often present a timing conundrum 
for investors—PE exposures can take many years to develop, and their investment deci-
sions are judged on much shorter time frames than those experienced in private markets. 

This paper examines how exposure to secondary private market investments has the 
potential to deliver the benefits of PE within a more efficient timeframe. It reviews the 
potential advantages of secondaries and presents case studies that show how they can be 
broadly used as an effective portfolio management tool for investors of all types and sizes. 

Alternative Opportunities
The term “alternative investments” refers to non-traditional asset classes, such as 
PI, hedge funds, and commodities (Figure 1). PI strategies include the following 
sub-asset classes: 

1. Private equity—buyouts, growth equity, venture capital (VC);

2. Real assets—real estate, private energy, natural resources, and infrastructure;

3. Private credit—direct lending strategies, opportunistic credit, and structured 
finance; and

4. Secondaries & co-investments—transactions across all these sub-asset classes.



INVESTING IN SECONDARIES

PE secondaries are transactions in which an investor acquires an existing interest or asset 
from PE fund investors, or limited partners (LPs). Secondaries have become a growing and 
evolving segment of the PE landscape, as they allow flexibility for LPs who may want to 
liquidate or rebalance a portfolio. We believe buyers of secondaries—and, therefore, 
investors allocating to secondary funds—are well positioned to benefit from potentially 
discounted access to PE, shorter-duration investments and quicker return of capital, and 
enhanced visibility into the underlying portfolio or assets. 

ACCESSING PE OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH SECONDARIES
For investors looking to take advantage of the potential benefits of PE investments 
while mitigating some of the implementation challenges, secondaries can provide an 
effective, efficient solution. Secondaries can help mitigate the J-curve1 impact of PE 
investments on portfolios and deliver all the benefits of the asset class within an accel-
erated timeframe. They also offer a number of attractive attributes both early on and 
throughout the life of a PI program.

1  A J-curve is an early period characterized by negative returns and cash flows, as investments are initially made and develop over 
time before they are in a position to be sold. 

As of December 31, 2022 • Return Dispersion by Asset Class: IRR • Vintage Years 2000–19 

n 262 1,944 1,816 1,104 407
5% 38.2% 39.7% 43.9% 27.3% 40.2%
25% 20.4% 22.3% 23.4% 15.3% 14.3%

Median 14.8% 13.8% 12.4% 8.8% 7.0%
75% 8.4% 6.8% 2.9% 1.9% 0.1%
95% 1.9% -5.3% -10.8% -12.1% -19.1%

Source: Cambridge Associates LLC.

FIGURE 1   ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS INCLUDE A RANGE OF INVESTMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES

Notes: This data is sourced from our private investment benchmark database and the returns provided are pooled fund returns for the 
representative asset class and not reflective of CA or CA client performance. Our benchmark database utilizes the quarterly unaudited and annual 
audited fund financial statements produced by the fund managers (GPs) for their Limited partners (LPs). These documents are provided to 
Cambridge Associates by the fund managers themselves. For more information on our benchmarks, please contact 
PrivateBenchmarks@cambridgeassociates.com. Pooled returns are net of fees, expenses and carried interest. Private equity includes buyout and 
growth equity funds. Natural resources includes private equity energy, energy upstream & royalties, and timber funds. All asset classes listed are 
global. Funds less than three years old are considered too young to have produced meaningful returns; those vintages have been excluded from 
this analysis. All financial investments involve risk. Depending on the type of investment, losses can be unlimited. Past performance is not 
indicative of future returns.
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Features and Benefits of Secondaries: Beyond the Discount 

MORE LIQUIDITY, SHORTER DURATION 
An allocation to secondaries offers investors potential access to more liquid invest-
ments in a traditionally illiquid asset class. Secondary funds typically purchase “slightly 
used” LP interests—usually between 50% and 80% funded—with a sizable upfront 
cost, but often at a discount to the fund’s stated net asset value (NAV). Some capital 
calls may still occur for follow-on investments later in a secondary fund’s life, but these 
capital requirements are often offset by other portfolio distributions. Importantly, 
because a secondary fund’s underlying investments are already seasoned, a secondary 
transaction can begin generating distributions as early as day one of the investment, 
accelerating the return of capital within a PI program. 

Secondary funds typically take less time than other PE strategies to reach a distributed 
to paid-in capital (DPI) multiple of 1.0x, often with a 40% DPI multiple in the first five 
years alone, which is unusual for other PE tactics that tend to take longer to distribute 
capital back to their LPs. An allocation to secondary strategies can provide more 
liquid, shorter-duration return opportunities that simultaneously enhance overall port-
folio diversification.

REDUCED BLIND POOL RISK 
Consistent with primary PE funds (buyout, growth, VC), secondary funds start off 
as blind pools of capital—meaning that general partners (GPs) raise capital from LPs 
without immediate visibility into the underlying assets. However, at the transactional 
level, the makeup of an underlying portfolio is known to secondary buyers at the time 
of their investment. In other words, from the perspective of secondaries investors, the 
wait to “access” underlying NAV can be significantly decreased and often acquired at 
an attractive discount to the stated NAV or perceived intrinsic value. 

“INSTANT” DIVERSIFICATION 
Secondary funds build portfolios by purchasing existing positions in single funds 
or groups of funds from LPs seeking early liquidity from these positions, often at a 
discount to NAV. The result is a fund composed of a diversified portfolio of seasoned 
PI positions, often represented by hundreds of underlying assets across sectors, stages, 
geographies, and vintage years. 

For example, say an institutional investor has gone without an allocation to PE for the 
past four years. A CIO seeking exposure to high-quality GPs from that period has an 
opportunity to obtain vintage year exposure through an allocation to secondaries. By 
providing investors with access to earlier vintage years they may have missed, second-
aries provide a rare opportunity for allocators to help meet their investment goals. 
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CAPITAL EFFICIENCY 
In addition to discounted access to PE, secondaries also offer investors a highly 
capital-efficient investment. At any given point within a secondary fund’s life, the 
percentage of capital called by the secondary manager (or “out of pocket exposure”) 
represents roughly 50% to 75% of investor’s capital commitment. Secondary funds 
often require less investor capital to be “put to work” than other PE strategies. 
Contributing factors to this profile for secondary funds include distributions offsetting 
contributions early in a fund’s life and the usage of structures including deferred 
payments and leverage. Secondary funds may not actually call or invest 100% of 
commitments, and investors should consider this in their planning as they seek to 
deploy a target amount of capital into the strategy.

CONSISTENT PERFORMANCE POTENTIAL
As the secondaries market evolves to include multiple sub-asset classes, deal types, and 
geographies, the asset class can also offer a range of interesting growth and diversifica-
tion opportunities for motivated investors that are interested in PE allocations. Compared 
to primary funds, many secondary fund profiles tend to have a higher initial internal rate 
of return (IRR), and we believe secondaries have proven to be one of the most consis-
tently strong-performing PI asset classes across varying macroeconomic environments. 

Practical Application of Secondaries
The following three scenarios show how an allocation to secondaries can accomplish 
distinct investments across the various phases of a PI program (as illustrated in Figure 
2). These case studies are illustrative examples of using PI programs to help meet a 
range of plan objectives over time.

FIGURE 2   SECONDARIES CAN OFFER BENEFITS OVER A PI FUND LIFE CYCLE
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Source: Cambridge Associates LLC.
Note: For illustrative purposes only.
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CASE STUDY 1: INITIAL PHASE OF PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT
A newly formed family office with no PI allocations.

Challenge: Timeline required to develop a mature PI portfolio.

Goals: 
 ■ “Jump-start” the PI portfolio from scratch.
 ■ Obtain diversification across PI strategies and vintage years.

Implementation: As family offices new to PI contemplate their investment goals and 
portfolio lifecycle, it is important to keep in mind that early portfolios usually have 
J-curves. Mathematically, the IRR calculation (the “depth” of the J-curve) is heavily 
influenced by early cash flows. New private investment portfolios are often in an overall 
J-curve, meaning the portfolio is not self-funding, which requires other sources of 
capital and can strain an investor at inopportune times. This makes commitment 
planning and pacing a vital part of the overall portfolio construction discussion. The 
return profile of secondaries can help attenuate the J-curve effect in a nascent 
portfolio, truncating the time horizon of other PI strategies and facilitating a faster 
return of capital. 

CASE STUDY 2: INTERMEDIATE PHASE OF PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT
A recently frozen corporate defined benefits plan with existing PI allocations that is 
approximately 80% funded.

Challenge: Need for additional contribution amid increasing expenses.

Goals: 
 ■ Improve funded status.
 ■ Refit existing PI allocation to meet the plan's current needs.

Implementation: For some defined benefit plans that are seeking to improve their 
funded status and refit their existing PI allocation to meet their plan’s current needs, PI 
should remain a part of the portfolio. However, new commitments should be tailored 
toward a more mature liability stream. Rather than commit to many new managers and 
diversify exposures across strategies, consolidating the manager line-up—especially in 
growth-oriented areas such as buyouts and growth equity—is more appropriate. 
Furthermore, PI strategies with longer investment horizons and a more diversified 
manager approach (e.g., early-stage VC) may need to be cut back. The excess commit-
ment budget from a more consolidated PE allocation should instead be tilted toward the 
addition of income-oriented strategies to improve the portfolio’s cash flow profile and 
meet more near-term liabilities. These scenarios warrant serious consideration of an 
allocation to secondaries, which can address many of these challenges at this interme-
diate phase of an investment program’s life. 
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Achieving Efficiency in PE for Investors
As investors continue to expand their investment portfolios beyond traditional equities 
and fixed income, secondary funds can offer a more refined, efficient approach to 
accessing the PI universe—one that may be better suited to their operational time 
frames, while still offering the benefits of investing in the asset class. We believe 
PE secondaries should be strongly considered by investors seeking to grow their PI 
program and consistently implemented in existing PI portfolios to reach performance 
goals and investment objectives. ■

CASE STUDY 3: MATURE PHASE OF PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT
A university endowment is overallocated to PI due to strong performance from the 
underlying portfolio.

Challenge: Overallocation to PI requires rebalancing in the portfolio.

Goals: 
 ■ Reduce allocation to PI.
 ■ Redeploy capital to new manager relationships.

Implementation: At the mature phase of a PI program (Figure 2), the endowment may 
want to consider using the secondaries market to generate liquidity via secondary sales 
out of its own portfolio. There are many motivations for secondary sales—including the 
need for liquidity, reduced GP relationships, and reduced administrative burden of a 
growing portfolio of individual line items. Secondary sales often trade at a discount to 
NAV; however, in exchange for a discounted purchase price, a seller can re-invest sale 
proceeds as they see fit or address the plan’s liquidity needs. 
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